


 

 
Solar LED Lights for Garden
Solar led bollard light is a perfect products for garden. parking, pathway etc. There are three models available including 
ARKO, HADES and ARES, ARKO is a IK10 vandal resistant solar led bollard light with a polycarbonate dome over the solar 
panel. It can protect the solar panel from strike very well, it reaches to a high performance in impact resistance up to 
IK10+ level. With the curved dome, dust will not be accumulated but to be easily flushed off when raining. 

Comparing with ARKO, there is no  polycarbonate dome for HADES and ARES,  While HADES and ARES has a higher 
brighrness performance than ARKO, All of three models are adlopting ultra high lumens LED up to 200lm/W. Especially 
there is a mirror reflector inside of the light head which increase the lumens of reflection very well.  HADES is in square 
shape and Ares is in a round shape.
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Specification Sheet

Item Number

Height

LED Source

Luminous Flux

LED Color

Control Method

Remote Control

Solar Panel

Battery Capacity

Charging Time

Discharging Time

Working Temp.

Enclosure Rating

Housing Material

Pillar Color

AI-GL260R 

38cm 丨60cm 丨 90cm 

1.5W SMD2835

>220lm (cool white)

White  or  RGBCW 

Automatic ON/OFF

Available for RGBCW

6.2W 5V

3.2V 12AH

5 hours

>24 hours

-15℃ ~ +70℃

IP65 + IK10

Polycarbonate + aluminium

Black / Satin Chrome / Customized

ARKO Solar LED Bollard Light

Features & Advantages
IK10 vandal resistant solar led bollard light is an innovation in 2019, 

comparing with all the solar bollard light on market, Auroras solar bollard has 

a few significant advantages : 1. Dome made by polycarbonate with high 

transmittance ratio 96% to protect the solar panel from strike, it gets an 

excellent performance in impact resistance which reaches to IK10++ level. 

Thanks to the nice curved design dome on top of solar panel, no any dust will 

be accumulated, all the dust will only fall on polycarbonate dome  and be 

easily flushed away when raining.  3. This light is designed based on a high 

specification,using 6.2W solar panel and super  quality of LifePO4 battery 

3.2V 12AH, it offers a continuous lighting output for all night and backup for 

3~4 nights. 4. RGBCW full color models are available. Any color you like can 

be set via the 2.4G wireless touch remote control.



AI-GL255R 

38cm 丨60cm 丨 90cm 

2.2W

>280lm (cool white)

White  or  RGBCW 

Automatic ON/OFF + Remote

6.2W 5V

3.2V 12AH

5 hours

3 days

>24 hours

-15℃ ~ +70℃

IP65

Polycarbonate + aluminium

Black / Gray / Customized

Specification Sheet

Item Number

Height

LED Source

Luminous Flux

LED Color

Control Method

Solar Panel

Battery Capacity

Charging Time

Discharging Time

Battery Autonomy

Working Temp.

Waterproof  Rating

Housing Material

Housing Color

ARES Solar LED Bollard Light

255

900

600

380

Features & Advantages
ARES wall mounted solar light is equiped with high capacity 3.2V 12AH of 

lifePO4 battery pack and high efficiency MONO solar panel, It has a asthetic 

appearance and quality finishing. With same solar light head, it can fit to 

different height or desgins of light pillars.

The lifepo4 battery pack are well integrated inside of light head as a 

complete unit. it connects to the control board with DC connectors which 

makes the replacement or repaire work much easier. The big battery pack is 

able to support light to work for 3-4 days without charging once full charged. 

Light head and light pillar can be packed seperated in order to save shipping 

cost with less space.

2.4G wireless remote  set any color as wish is an big selling point , Each 

remote can control all the light heads within up to 30 meters in open air. It 

creats a very beatiful nights with colors easily.



ARRANTY
AI-GL255S 

38cm 丨60cm 丨90cm 

2.5W 

>350lm (cool white)

White  or  RGBCW  

Automatic ON/OFF + Remote

9.2W 5V

3.2V 12AH

5 hours

>12 hours

3 days

-15℃ ~ +70℃

IP65 

Polycarbonate + aluminium

Black / Satin Chrome / Customized

Specification Sheet

Item Number

Height

LED Source

Luminous Flux

LED Color

Control Method

Solar Panel

Battery Capacity

Charging Time

Discharging Time

Battery Autonomy

Working Temp.

Waterproof Rating

Housing Material

Housing Color

Features & Advantages
HADES is a ultra powerful bollard light with high lumens output up to 450lm 

output. It is very suitable for hotel, garden, park, hotel, etc. it integrated a 

9.2W MONO solar panel with high efficiency up to19.5% and 3.2V 12AH 

lifePO4 battery pack to storage the power. A mirror reflector in tower shape 

is fixed inside of light fixture in order to increase the lumens output and gives 

a more uniform lighting performance. Once the battery is fully charged , the 

light is able to work for 3~5 days in very cloudy or raining days.

The light head is individual from the pillar which can be easiliy mounted with 

a small driver,  it is IK08 and IP67 rated. White version (WW+DW+CW) and 

RGBCW verision (2.4G remote control) are avaible. Customer can buy only 

two types of light head, but can buy 4 kinds of pillars, it makes selling will be 

very flexible to satisfy any customers' requirements but with less stock.  The 

pillar's height can be customized according to customers' requirements.

HADES Solar LED Bollard Light

255

600

900

380



AI-GL255R-WALL

1.5W

>260lm (6000k white )

White / RGBCW 

Button  / Remote for RGBCW)

Available for RGBCW

6.2W 5V

3.2V 12AH

5 hours

>12 hours

3 days

>5 months

-15℃ ~ +70℃

Polycarbonate + aluminium

Grey / Black

IP65

2 Years

Specification Sheet

Item Number

LED Source

Luminous Flux

LED Color

Control Method

Remote Control

Solar Panel

Battery Capacity

Charging Time

Discharging Time

Battery Autonomy

Shelf time

Working Temp.

Housing Material

Housing Color

Waterproof Rating

Warranty

ARES Solar Wall Mounted Light

255

360

Features & Advantages
ARES wall mounted solar light is equiped with high 

capacity 3.2V 6AH of lifePO4 battery pack and high 

efficiency MONO solar panel, It has a asthetic 

appearance and quality finishing. With same solar light 

head, it can fit to different height or desgins of light 

pillars.

The lifepo4 battery pack are well integrated inside of 

light head as a complete unit.  It connects to the control 

board with DC connectors which makes the 

replacement or repaire work much easier. The big 

battery pack is able to support light to work for 3-4 

days without charging once full charged. Light head 

and light pillar can be packed seperated in order to 

save shipping cost with less space.



AI-GL255S-WALL

2.5W

>460lm (6000k white )

White / RGBCW 

Button  / Remote for RGBCW)

Available for RGBCW

9.2W 5V

3.2V 12AH

5 hours

>12 hours

3 days

>5 months

-15℃ ~ +70℃

Polycarbonate + aluminium

Grey / Black

IP65

2 Years

Specification Sheet

Item Number

LED Source

Luminous Flux

LED Color

Control Method

Remote Control

Solar Panel

Battery Capacity

Charging Time

Discharging Time

Battery Autonomy

Shelf time

Working Temp.

Housing Material

Housing Color

Waterproof Rating

Warranty

HADES Solar Wall Mounted Light

255

360

Features & Advantages
HADES solar wall light is royal quality with ultra high 

lumens output. It is a integratation with 9.2w mono solar 

panel, and 3.2V 12AH battery pack and high efficiency LED 

source with up to 460lm output.. Color of light pillar can be 

customized as required.

2.4G wireless remote control is a big selling point which 

allows customer to set any color as wish, Each remote can 

control all the light heads within up to 30 meters in open 

air. It creats a very beautiful nights with colors easily.

The lifepo4 battery pack are well integrated inside of light 

head as a complete unit. it connects to the control board 

with fast DC connectors which makes the replacement or 

repaire work much easier. The big battery pack is able to 

support light to work for 3-4 days without charging once 

full charged. Light head and light pillar can be packed 

seperated in order to save shipping cost with less space.



Operatoin of RGBCW model
Turn ON the light . Or  Press  it for 4 seconds to reset to default setting.

Increase the brightness

Warm White 3000K and adjust the CCT

Cool White 6500K and adjust the CCT

Decrease the brightness

Set the light to work 4 hours per night

Set the light to work 8 hours per night

Remark 
- Press ON button        for 4 seconds, light will be reseted as white color 6000K and work for 12 hours.

- If light does not react to remote instruct, pls turn on/off light again to restart the light.

- Control distance is up to 25 meters in open air.

- One remote can control up to 50 lights at same time witin valid distance 25 meters.

- Light will blink twice  as indicator when select 4H or 8H sucessfully.

- If in cloudy days or in winter, please adjust the power to save energy to work long time

ON/OFF

Cool white
CCT 6000K

Day Light
CCT : 4000K

Warm white
CCT 3000K

Operatoin of White model
3 different color temperature can be set by the buttoon,  

 -- First push is  3000k warm white

---Second push is 4000k day light

---Third push is 6000K cool white

---Forth push is ON/OFF

 ( Remote control is not included with White model)



Website : www.starledtechnology.com
Tel : +65 6459 1152 / +65 6100 1917
Email : lillian@starledtechnology.com 

Add : 4008 Ang Mo Kio Ave 10, TechPlace I #02-08
Singapore 569625 

StarLED Technology Pte Ltd 


